Wavelet denoising represents a common preprocessing step for several biomedical applications exposing low SNR. These applications require real time processing along with minimization of power and area, only custom VLSI implementations can be adopted for this fulfillment. In this paper, Photoplethysmography (PPG) signal is used as a biomedical signal as an example. PPG is a non-invasive method in which relative blood volume changes in the blood close to skin is measured. The "pulse waveform" never underwent intensive investigation. Active investigation efforts are opening to reveal its effectiveness beyond oxygen saturation and determination of heart rate. With the introduction of pulse oximeter, this is one of the important waveforms that are normally displayed in the clinical settings nowadays. But, the acquired PPG signal using PPG sensors are usually corrupted with different kinds of interference like Motion Artifacts, Power Line Noise, etc. We consider Power Line Noise for the performance evaluation of VLSI Wavelet based denoising of PPG signal. Different kinds of Wavelets such as db4, Coif1, Haar for denoising. Also, standard deviation and mean absolute deviation are used as evaluation criteria. Xilinx System Generator for DSP is exploited for the design of the architecture and simulation of proposed denoising method. 
Introduction

Importance of VLSI in Biomedical Signal Processing
Biomedical signal processing aims at extracting the information embedded into a physiological measurement, typically in order to aid the diagnosis, monitor a patient or control an electronic device that, at a certain level, interacts with the patient in real time. For such a processing it requires wearable or implantable electronics. With the increasing integration capabilities and the advancements in CMOS processes, it is progressively becoming more common. Applications like electrocardiography (ECG) 1 and electroencephalography (EEG) 2 often require these features. This requirements can be solved by the development of a low-power Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Compared to microprogrammed solutions involving the use of microcontrollers or low-power digital signal processors (DSP), ASIC design requires highly specific skills and a longer development time 3 , unfortunately leading to nonflexible architectures.
Wavelet Transform and Discrete Wavelet Transform
The continuous form of WT for a signal x(t) is analytically defined by:
where * denotes complex conjugate and ψ p,q (t) is a window function called the daughter wavelet, p and q are called as a scale factor and a translation factor respectively. Therefore, ψ * ( t−q p ) is a translated and scaled version of a mother wavelet ψ(t), and for wavelet decomposition of a signal this is used as a basis. However, certain amount of redundant information is provided by the continuous wavelet transform.
For most pracical purposes therefore, Discrete form of WT known as DWT is sufficient, that provides adequate information and a considerable reduction in the computation time is also achieved. For a discrete function x(n), it is given by:
where ψ a,b (n) presents a discrete wavelet defined as ψ a,b (n) = 2 −a 2 ψ(2 −a n−b). The parameters p, q are defined as p = 2 a and q = 2 a b. The Wavelet Transform has huge number of applications in Science, Engineering, and Mathematics. It plays a vital role in biomedical signal processing, and an extensive review of the approaches can be found in Makris, C.
4 & Merry, R.J.E. 5 . Also results of the studies have demonstrated that the WT in its discrete form Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is the most promising method in such applications.
Design Tools
In the development of such applications as mentioned in Section 1.2 using VLSI approach, Design Tools that include automatic creation of hardware description language (HDL) designs 6 or the commercial Xilinx System Generator for DSP are available 7 . Xilinx System Generator for DSP is high-level software tool that uses Matlab/Simulink environment to build hardware designs for Xilinx FPGAs. Even though these tools are unable to significantly address the low-power requirements, these tools enable rapid prototyping with the possibility of exploiting an alternative language/method rather than HDL in the design phase 8 . It is possible to achieve good performance in terms of area, power and faster development with these tools as it has integration with a well known software like Simulink in Matlab. Also it is possible to create parameterized HDL libraries.
Related Work
Due to the recent developments in the technology and implementation of the DWT on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), the WT has been effectively used in variety of applications across several disciplines. It is also easy for digital circuit implementation as finite impulse response (FIR) filter can be used for its realization. In order to optimize time and resources as well as to equalize the group delays of finite impulse response (FIR) filters several architectures have been proposed and applied to biomedical signal processing 9, 10, 11 . Selection of a relevant Wavelet for a given application is an important task 12 . So to conclude which family of Wavelet fits to the denoising of PPG signal, standard deviation and mean absolute deviation is selected as evaluation criteria.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 3, Real Time Denoising Architecture, threshold selection criteria, theoretical background of DWT, its implementation using Xilinx System Generator for DSP is given. Section 4 describes the stages of evaluation of denoising method, and simulation results of proposed method using Xilinx System Generator for DSP and performance evaluation of the proposed technique. At the end conclusion and references used are enclosed in 5.
Methodology
Real Time Denoising Architecture
DWT be successfully used in filtering of the signal, here called as "denoising". It consists of four successive steps: signal decomposition, threshold estimation, thresholding, and signal reconstruction. The architecture for real time denoising of a signal is as shown in Fig. 1 . 
Wavelet Decomposition/Reconstruction
For the proposed wavelet based denoising system a three level decompostion-reconstruction tree is realized. However, the intensity of the noise was estimated with the second level wavelet coefficient as this matches to the frequency band of a narrow-band Power Line noise signal. Fig. 2 represents a real time implementation wavelet based denoising technique using Xilinx System Generator blockset. It consists of a pair of Lowpass Ld and a High-Pass Hd filters for the decomposition at each level. For each j th decomposition level following i, the Ld and Hd filters a downsampling operator ↓ 2 is used that represents the decrease of a sampling rate by 2. For each j th decomposition level CA j and CD j represents the approximate and detailed coefficients respectively. For the reconstruction of the signal first the threshold is estimated using second level wavelet coefficient followed by applying suitable thresholding technique to all the levels of wavelet coefficients then upsampling denoted by upsampling operator ↑ 2 and finally filtering by filters Lr and Hr. All the filters are characterized by the values of their coefficient and these values are typically be floating point, with different vector lengths and can differ from the simplest ones like Haar, to a slightly complex Daubechies upto those like Quadartic Spline.
As mentioned in Section 2 the proposed architecture also equalizes the filter path delay using delay operators 10 .
Threshold Estimator and Thresholding
Several methods for calculating the threshold have been presented in the literature 10, 13 . Due to the robustness to the presence of outliers, usually the preferred method is to estimate σ by the median absolute deviation (MAD), defined as:
Due to the high pass nature of the detail signals, it is common to implement the MAD as simply the median of the absolute value of the detail coefficients:
It has been proved that MAD≈ 0.6745σ. Soft-thresholding function proposed by Donoho and Johnstone 14 is used and given by:
where, λ ≥ 0 is the threshold and X j represents a wavelet coefficient to be thresholded.
Result Analysis
For evaluating the performance of the proposed denoising method, it is processed in few stages as shown in mean absolute deviation which is given by equation 7 and standard deviation of a data set which is the square root of its variance, are used as a evaluation criteria as shown in Table 1 for different wavelets.
and e i is given by
where, x(i) original PPG signal is amplitude of the PPG signal before denoising, x(i) denoised PPG signal is amplitude of the PPG signal after denoising and "n" is the the total number of points in the data set (here, total number of samples in the PPG signal). There is a rapid growth in the field of Biosignal processing with increase in the understanding of a complex biological process in a broad diversity of areas. Different WT functions are a powerful time frequency approach. In this paper this has been applied to PPG signal preprocessing. The signal reconstruction is however, more exact in db4 wavelet transform whereas others are less effective for the signal under consideration. The mean absolute deviation of the denoised signal using db4 wavelet transform is close to the input PPG signal than other wavelets. 
Conclusion
A real-time VLSI Wavelet Transform based denoising technique is proposed in this paper to remove the power-line from PPG signal. Xilinx System Generator for DSP is exploited for the implementation and fast prototyping of the proposed technique. Various wavelet functions are selected for denoising. The results of denoising is evaluated on the basis of standard deviation and mean absolute deviation. From Table 1 it is clear that the original signal and db5 denoised signal are more correlated and shows better results compared to other wavelets used in denoising the PPG signal. Hence it can be used for analyzing PPG signal. Careful analysis of the PPG signals can give us information associated to patient suffering from diabetes and arthritis.
In future, more advanced methods for denoising of the PPG signal corrupted by other sources of interference such as MA, estimating the heart rate and respiratory rate by means of PPG signal will be implemented which can be used for diagnosis of patients in real time. Also these methods will be implemented and tested on real PPG signals.
